We propose to model the unknown distribution F of a sequence of independent real-valued random variables by partitioning the real line into intervals I 0 ; : : :; I k and modeling the vector p = (p 0 ; : : :; p k ) of probabilities that F assigns to I 0 ; : : :; I k using Markov random eld priors (MRFPs). We argue and illustrate that many commonly-expressed prior opinions about the shape and form of F can be expressed as statements about the joint distribution of neighboring p i 's, leading to simple MRFP expressions for prior beliefs that are awkward to express in other models. In particular, we will show how to model beliefs about log concavity, unimodality, and monotonicity. The posterior distributions of the p i 's in our models (and hence the approximate predictive distributions for subsequent observations) are readily computed using Markov chain Monte-Carlo methods.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of making inferences about or predictions of observations from an unknown probability distribution F( ), on the basis of expressed prior belief or opinion about the nature of F( ) and also of some number n 0 of independent observations x 1 ; : : :; x n from the distribution.
Parametric Approaches.
Conventional approaches to this problem often begin with the assumption that F( ) lies in some parametric family fF ( ) : 2 g, whose elements all have density functions f (x) with respect to some reference measure (dx) on R (usually Lebesgue measure for continuous distributions or counting measure for discrete ones), so that the sample evidence is re ected in the log likelihood function`n( ) = P log f (x i ); followers of the frequentist paradigm might locatê n argmax`n( ) and o er f^ n (x) (PF) as a predictive density for X n+1 , while Bayesians might elicit a prior distribution (d ) and compute the conditional predictive density (given the vector X n of previous observations) f(xj ; X n ) / Z f (x)e`n ( ) (d ):
We would argue that the parametric frequentist answer (PF) understates uncertainty for two reasons. First, it fails to re ect uncertainty about the postulated parametric form dF(x) 2 ff (x) (dx) : 2 g; a form often assumed only for computational or analytic convenience; and second, it fails to reect uncertainty about the value of ^ n 2 . The parametric Bayesian approach attempts to re ect this latter source of uncertainty (as would a more careful frequentist approach involving a computation of predictive standard error), but still fails to re ect uncertainty about the parametric form.
Nonparametric Frequentist Approaches.
One approach to weakening the parametric restriction is to continue assuming F to be absolutely continuous with respect to the reference measure (dx) but allow the density function f(x) = F(dx)= (dx) to be arbitrary, not necessarily from some conventional parametric family. Henceforth we consider only the case of densities with respect to Lebesgue measure (dx) = dx, the most common and important case. Straightforward e orts to nd a maximum likelihood estimateF now lead to the degenerate solution ?1 k(x) dx, such as the Gauss kernel k(x) = e ?x 2 =2 = p 2 or the bisquare k(x) = 15 16 (1 ? x 2 ) 2 1 (?1;1) (x), with window-width chosen either from the data (by cross-validation) or from theoretical concerns; see Silverman (1986) for details. Obviously the empirical distribution is inadequate as a predictive distribution, grossly underrepresenting uncertainty, in suggesting that new observations are equally likely to be equal to any of the n previous observations; for large n this may be an acceptable approximation, but for small n it is not. Kernel density estimates are little better, just the convolutionf n k (x) of the empirical distribution with the scaled kernel k (x) = ?1 k(x= ), still suggesting that each future observation must lie within about of an earlier observation, and failing to re ect prior beliefs about the location and about most features (smoothness, log concavity, etc.) of the distribution.
Nonparametric Bayesian Approaches. In an early nonparametric Bayesian approach (Ferguson 1973) placed Dirichlet prior distributions (dp) = (dp 0 ; : : :; dp k ) = ?( i )
1 ? i p i dp 0 dp k on the vectors p consistently over all possible partitions, by setting i = (I i ) for some nite positive Borel measure ( ) on R; he called this the Dirichlet Process prior, denoted F DP( ). The predictive distribution of X n+1 under prior F DP( ) is simply the normalized posterior measure , i.e.,
a weighted average of the prior predictive distribution (dx)= (R) and the degenerate empirical pdff n (x) dx; in particular, under this model the probability of ties among the rst n observations converges to one as n increases, contradicting the prior assertion that F should have a density function f(x). There are many possible schemes for avoiding this degeneracy while using the Markov random eld idea. One that we use throughout this paper is to introduce a new parameter + > 0, set i p i + , and model explicitly prior beliefs about the nonnegative but otherwise unconstrained vector = ( 0 ; : : :; k ); of course this induces an implicit prior distribution on the derived quantities p i i = j . One justi cation for this arti ce is to regard n as the observed value of a random number N of possible observations, and accord N a Poisson prior distribution with parameter + ; the resulting likelihood function for the fp i g is identical to the usual multinomial one.
Ferguson's Dirichlet Process can now be recovered by assigning independent Gamma distributions to the f i g, with arbitrary precision (inverse scale) parameter > 0 and shape parame- this will be a special case of the class of priors we now introduce.
Markov Random Fields
It is more convenient for us to model the probability distribution of the logarithms i log i (0 i k + 1), and recover later the distributions of the i 's or p i 's. In an unpublished 1971 manuscript Hammersley and Cli ord characterized all Markov probability distributions on the set f0; ; k + 1g; each has the form ( ) = ce Q( ) where 
This is similar to classes of prior distributions considered by Lenk (1992) and Hjort (1995) . Now the Dirichlet process prior arises from the case of constant i and absent i 0, but (?) allows the precision parameter i to vary from cell to cell and includes a penalty i Introducing a non-vanishing triple-clique term G ij`a llows one to express the prior belief that f(x) should be log concave (and, in particular, unimodal) without restricting the location of the mode. Log concavity of the density function at the i th cell (whose value in this model is p i = i , the cell probability divided by the width i = b i+1 ? b i ]) requires that the slope of the log density be decreasing, In any case it is a simple restriction on consecutive i 's, a lower bound on i given by a linear combination i > (l i i?1 + r i i+1 ) of its left and right neighbors, which can be encouraged if not enforced by including in the log-density Q( ) a term that might take a form such as:
G ij`( i ; j ; `) = n ? j i j `i f i = j ? 1,`= j + 1, and j < (l j i + r j `) 0 otherwise for suitably large j (the product i j `m erely ensures that i j `Gi;j;`( i ; j ; `) 0, even for i close to zero where i < 0 (for example, in the presence of the log concavity restriction above, to express conviction that the function is unimodal with a mode to the right of b i ) or over an entire range (to express the conviction that the density function is decreasing over some interval).
COMPUTATIONS
We have described in detail our prior distributions for the vector of cell rates (and, implicitly, for the vector p of probabilities assigned to the cells I i by the unknown distribution F); upon observing X 1 = x 1 ; : : :; X n = x n we approximate the posterior distribution by regarding the \evidence" of X n to be only the counts n 0 ; : : :; n k of observations in the (k + 1) cells. Fortunately a Metropolis scheme is available. We think of the state as a function, not merely a vector of log intensities i , and select proposed Metropolis moves from a mixture distribution intended to take us rapidly around the space of possible intensity functions. One component of our mixture draws randomly two indices i and k, and adjusts the intensity between b i and b k (i.e., all the j 's for i j k) by a randomly-drawn multiplicative factor (with mean one); whole segments of the graph can move up or down in one step. We also include Gibbs draws of randomly-chosen i 's from their complete conditionals, and other steps as well. The magnitude of our steps is chosen to maintain a moderate acceptance rate of 20{50% for each of our kinds of moves, using the Hastings/Metropolis acceptance criterion. Convergence remains slow (for our 52-cell example), but adequate. We use fty-two cells with b 0 =0; : : :; b 50 =100 (in thousands of dollars) and construct our prior probabilities fp i : i = 0; : : :; 51g for the cells by thinking separately about workers and nonworkers, guessing that about 1 = 3 of the population would be employed. Our prior guess at the distribution of employed persons' incomes is lognormal (10:3; :75) (with median about $30; 000 and quartiles around $18; 000 and $50; 000). For nonworkers our guess is an exponential distribution with mean (3000= log2) $4; 300, making the fraction of incomes that exceed x fall by half for each $3; 000 increase in x. We also expect about 0:1% of the population to have negative incomes. These distributions and their mixture are displayed in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively (unemployed individuals are represented by the solid line in Figure 2 and the lower portion of each bar in Figure 3) ; both mixture portions were elicited before considering the data, by tting conventional distributional forms to hand-drawn curves. Probabilities for the two extremal cells I 0 and I 51 , each a half-in nite interval, are (somewhat misleadingly) represented by bars at x = ?2 and x = 102, respectively. We believe that F is fairly smooth, but we don't believe strongly in log concavity, so we choose a prior distribution of form (?). We need to assess = ( 0 ; : : :; 51 ), = ( 0 ; : : :; 51 ) and = ( 0 ; : : :; 50 ).
Our approach is to use rough heuristic arguments to nd trial values for the i , i and i ; use those trial values in a Metropolis chain to generate draws from our prior; and see whether those draws accurately re ect our prior beliefs. If they don't, we adjust the parameters and try again. We think of (?) as the product of a gamma term, expressing beliefs about individual i 's, and a lognormal term, expressing beliefs about interactions among neighboring i 's.
Let m i denote the mass of the i th cell according to the mixture described above. To assign a prior probability of 1 = 2 to densities within a factor of about 2 of the mixture, we use gamma distributions with shape parameters i = 2 for i = 0; : : :; 51;. For sample-size N we expect about Nm i observations to fall in the i th cell, so we choose a prior with mean i = i = Nm i by setting i = i =(Nm i ).
That makes the mixture distribution equal to the mean of the gamma part of our prior, and implicitly expresses prior expectation E( + ) = P i ( i = i ) N for the sample-size N = P n i . If the f i g are not all constant (as in this example), then + and p i = i = + are not independent, so casual misspeci cation of prior beliefs about + would (and did, in our early explorations) a ect inference about the probabilities fp i g. Possible ways of accommodating this include:
(1) Selecting a prior distribution tailored to a speci c sample-size, N, as above; (2) Reparametrizing to p = fp 0 ; : : :; p k g so the issue does not arise; and (3) Selecting a prior distribution as above for an individual observation (i.e., for N = 1, setting i = i =m i ), and updating it for each successive observation.
For the present example we implemented the third alternative. For the interaction (i.e., Markov or spatial) part of the prior we set cells 0 and 51 in cliques of their own by setting 0 = 50 = 0:; it remains to determine 1 ; : : :; 49 : For incomes above about $20,000 we held strong beliefs in monotonicity. In fact, we believed with probability 0.9 that the density would decrease monotonically above $20,000. There are 39 cells in this range. If each cell had a probability of 0:0026 of increase, independently of one another, then the probability of decrease (and hence no mode) beyond $20,000 would be 0:997 39 0:90:
The conditional distribution of i ( log i ) given ?i f j : j 6 = ig depends only on the j = i 1 terms. Typically the adjacent i 's will be nearly equal, and the i 's will be close to their modes^ i log(N m i ) = i = i ; a second-order Taylor expansion of e x near^ i gives the approximate conditional log density: log f( i j ?i ) = c 1 + i i ? i e i ? We can achieve Pr( i 2 ( i?1 ; i+1 )j ?i ) (0:90) 1=39 0:997 by arranging that the rst argument of (z) above be Z = ?1 (0:997) 2:97 and the second ?Z ; if each i is much smaller than ( i?1 + i ), then the requirement is satis ed for i 2 Z 2 (log(m i?1 =m i+1 )) 2 for i = 11; : : :; 49; while for non-negligible but constant j = the computation is tedious but routine. We reasoned similarly for incomes less than $20,000 but with a weaker belief in monotonicity. The result was all have modes at $25,000, as does the histogram of the sample, Figure 5 (c); our posterior does not have these modes. Our posterior re ects our beliefs about incomes; but the data are reported incomes. In retrospect, we made the beginner's mistake of expressing too much certainty in our beliefs|this time, beliefs about smoothness.
DISCUSSION
We believe this class of models o ers a exible and easy-to-use method of generating plausible prior distributions in di cult problems. It is far more exible than Dirichlet process methods or logistic-normal methods, both of which it subsumes, by o ering a wide range of local expressions of behavior (via the Hammersley-Cli ord G i:::`f unctions) that can be tailored to common expressions of prior belief (in log concavity, continuity, monotonicity, etc.) without forcing any particular form on the unknown distribution. It subsumes earlier more speci c proposals including nearest-neighbor models; Markov-chain, random-walk, and auto-regressive process models; and logistic normal models. The methods generalize easily to higher dimension (where our intervals are replaced by squares, triangles, or hexagons in two dimensions, for example, and appropriate polyhedra in higher dimensions, with corresponding cliques) or to more complex settings (manifolds, graphs, etc.) Histograms of income, our prior modal density Figure 5 Even one-dimensional density estimation leads to high-dimensional statistical models, and in particular to high-dimensional prior distributions, and so requires a great deal of experimentation and \exploratory prior analysis." Repeatedly we re ned our selection of a representation intended to express our prior beliefs; drew a series of samples from the prior and from posteriors with synthetic data; and plotted various features of the results, in an e ort to arrive at a representation that does express those beliefs, before we began analysis of the actual data set. We believe this approach may be fruitful in other high-dimensional problems in Bayesian analysis.
MRFPs are typically used for modeling regression functions; i.e., there is an underlying spatial eld which is observed with error. For example, in image reconstruction the underlying eld emits photons; the data are the numbers of photons captured by an array of detectors, which is approximately the intensity of the eld plus error. Our application is di erent in two ways. First, we don't observe the eld plus error; we observe random draws from a density function which we model as a spatial eld. Therefore, our data are informative about our eld in a way that is fundamentally di erent from regression data. And second, our eld is constrained to integrate to unity. Hence our complete conditionals are degenerate and we can't use the usual Gibbs samplers for MRFPs. We do feel that our computational method, in which a Markov chain is constructed with Hastings/Metropolis move proposals that rescale entire segments of the density function, would be useful in a variety of nonparametric Bayesian analyses (regression, binary re- gression, hazard analysis), and not only in density estimation. A criticism that might be addressed to our models is that they require a choice of \cells" or \bins" that is arbitrary, subjective, and can a ect inference; it is not alway possible to subdivide or aggregate cells and remain within this class of prior distributions, for example, so the expressions of prior belief in unimodality, continuity, log concavity, etc. that they o er may only be meaningful within the context of a particular discretization. The Dirichlet process approach does not su er from this criticism.
While our method permits one to specify prior beliefs in a way that is independent of the discretization (i.e., to specify a consistent way of assigning prior distributions to the discrete ap-
